
Quarteto Nuevo
tech rider and stage plot



Tech Rider

Guitar
One (1) 12” powered monitor 
One (1) DI box to FOH mixer 
One (1) adjustable piano bench 
One (1) overhead condenser microphone on Boom Stand

Cello 
One (1) 12” powered monitor 
Three (3) DI boxes to FOH mixer

One (1) Phantom powered line to FOH Mixer 
One (1) adjustable piano bench or orchestral chair 

Percussion 
Two (2) overhead condenser microphones on Boom Stands

Two (2) XLR lines to FOH with phantom power 

Saxophone 

Two (2) wireless mics for talkback (No Stand)  

One (1) overhead condenser microphone on Boom Stand



Input List (stage right to left)

Guitar - 2 inputs (1 DI) 

Percussion - 4 inputs (2 phantom powered) 

Cello - 4 inputs (3 DI / 1 phantom powered) 

Saxophone - 1 input

Total:  4 DI/11 inputs (3 need phantom)



Stage Plot
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Technical Contact:

Damon Zick 
quartetonuevo@outlook.com

818-209-0289



Dressing Rooms
•At least 1 dressing room with restrooms available
•At least 1 ironing board
•At least 1room should have mirror and lighting
•At least 8 water bottles and assorted snacks

Hot Meal
•4 Hot meals available before the show
•At least one should be vegetarian
•Tea and coffee service
•Cold drinks and water



“Beverly Hills International Audition winners Quarteto Nuevo has been widely recognized by 
audiences, presenters and critics as one of the most exciting and innovative groups in 
America today.  To quote All About Jazz:  “Quarteto Nuevo effectively melds the music of 
ancient worlds and faraway places with a contemporary groove that packs a wallop!  Their 
performances are atmospheric, full of subtle surprises and unlike anything else heard in the 
jazz world.”

Members of the group have performed with a virtual who’s who of the Classical, Latin, Jazz, 
and Pop world including the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Dave Brubeck, Rush, Sara 
McLaughlin, and Jay Z, among others.

Winners of two South Arts Jazz Road touring grants and a Jazz Road Creative Residency 
Grant, the group will be premiering movements from their original "Jazz Road Suite" across 
the United States this season.

Please welcome Quarteto Nuevo!"

Official Introduction 
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